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ABSTRACT
Corollary discharge (CD) signals are motor-related signals that exert an inﬂuence on sensory processing. They allow
mobile organisms to predict the sensory consequences of their imminent actions. Among the many functions of CD is
to provide a means by which we can distinguish sensory experiences caused by our own actions from those with
external causes. In this way, they contribute to a subjective sense of agency. A disruption in the sense of agency is
central to many of the clinical symptoms of schizophrenia, and abnormalities in CD signaling have been theorized to
underpin particularly those agency-related psychotic symptoms of the illness. Characterizing abnormal CD associated with eye movements in schizophrenia and their resulting inﬂuence on visual processing and subsequent action
plans may have advantages over other sensory and motor systems. That is because the most robust psychophysiological and neurophysiological data regarding the dynamics and inﬂuence of CD as well as the neural circuitry
implicated in CD generation and transmission comes from the study of eye movements in humans and nonhuman
primates. We review studies of oculomotor CD signaling in the schizophrenia spectrum and possible neurobiological
correlates of CD disturbances. We conclude by speculating on the ways in which oculomotor CD dysfunction,
speciﬁcally, may invoke speciﬁc experiences, clinical symptoms, and cognitive impairments. These speculations lay
the groundwork for empirical study, and we conclude by outlining potentially fruitful research directions.
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Corollary discharge (CD) signals are motor-related signals that
exert an inﬂuence on sensory processing. They allow mobile
organisms to predict the sensory consequences of their
imminent actions (1). These sensory predictions permit the
attenuation of sensory experiences that result from our own
actions. They contribute to our perception of a stable world
despite the perturbations in our experience of the environment
caused by moving about within it. They underpin our abilities to
make rapid changes to our action plans without waiting for
sensory feedback and to quickly execute movement sequences. And they provide a simple sensorimotor basis for a
subjective experience of agency by demarcating sensory experiences caused by oneself from those with external causes:
sensations that are correctly predicted are deemed to be selfgenerated (2).
A disruption in the sense of agency is central to many of the
clinical symptoms of schizophrenia, which features a core
disturbance in a sense of self (3–5). Given the role of CD in
supporting a sense of agency, abnormalities in CD signaling
may underpin this blurring of self-other boundaries (6,7).
Passivity delusions are one example. Individuals feel as though
their thoughts, emotions, or actions are controlled by an
outside force—perhaps that one’s limbs are being manipulated
like those of a marionette or that one’s thoughts are being
sucked out by a vacuum extractor (8). A loss of agency may
also contribute to auditory hallucinations, as they may partly
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reﬂect confusion regarding the source of inner speech and
thoughts (9,10).
Thus, CD signaling is a promising pathophysiological
treatment target, particularly for those self-related symptoms
that have been trickiest to understand at the level of brain and
biology. This motivates a deeper understanding of the precise
nature of CD signaling abnormalities in psychosis and the
ways in which speciﬁc alterations in neural circuitry may underpin altered CD signaling. To this end, characterizing
abnormal CD associated with eye movements in persons with
schizophrenia (PSZ) and their resulting inﬂuence on visual
processing and subsequent action plans may have advantages over using other sensory and motor systems. Indeed, the
most robust psychophysiological and neurophysiological data
regarding the dynamics and inﬂuence of CD as well as the
neural circuitry implicated in CD generation and transmission
comes from the study of eye movements in humans and
nonhuman primates.
CD signals associated with eye movements serve several
important anticipatory functions in visual perception and oculomotor processing. For example, CD supports stable
perception of the world despite saccadic eye movements that
cause the image of the world to be displaced on our retinas
several times per second. Saccade-related CD signals allow
the visual system to predict and obviate that imminent change
in visual input (11). CD signals may also play a role in
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preventing visual awareness of what would undoubtedly be a
disorienting blur while our eyes are in ﬂight (12). They additionally facilitate rapid, sequential eye movements by providing
information about the future location of gaze that can be used
to plan saccades in parallel (13). Robust psychophysiological
paradigms are available to quantify these inﬂuences of CD on
action and perception around the time of an eye movement.
Furthermore, an elegant body of primate neurophysiology and
human lesion data has highlighted the crucial role of the thalamus in relaying these oculomotor CD signals (14,15).
Here, we review studies of oculomotor CD signaling in the
schizophrenia spectrum and possible neurobiological correlates of CD disturbances, and we speculate on the ways in
which oculomotor CD dysfunction, speciﬁcally, may contribute
to speciﬁc experiences, clinical symptoms, and cognitive impairments. These speculations lay the groundwork for empirical study, and we conclude by outlining potentially fruitful
research directions.

REVIEW OF OCULOMOTOR CD IN THE
SCHIZOPHRENIA SPECTRUM
We begin by describing selected functions of oculomotor CD
signals related to perception and action preparation, the psychophysical paradigms developed to study those functions,
and ﬁndings from individuals with schizophrenia and related
conditions, which include differences from healthy individuals
and correlations with clinical symptom severity.

Guiding Sequential Saccadic Eye Movements
Sequential saccades are prepared in parallel. For example, in a
saccadic double-step task where participants make a saccade
to two brieﬂy ﬂashed targets in sequence, the second saccade
is planned even before the eyes move to the ﬁrst target (16,17).
When performed in total darkness and targets are extinguished
before the ﬁrst saccade, no visual reference cues allow participants to localize the second target. Furthermore, proprioceptive signals related to the eyes’ position in their orbit seems
to play a negligible role (18,19). Thus, to accurately hit the
second target, a CD signal is required to predict where the
second target should be once the ﬁrst saccade has been
executed. PSZ compensate less for the ﬁrst saccade when
executing a saccade to the second target (20). No correlation
with symptom severity was observed in this study, but in a
nonclinical sample, the degree of delusional ideation correlated
with less compensation for the ﬁrst saccade (21).

Localizing Visual Stimuli Across and Throughout
Saccadic Eye Movements
Visual stability and the ability to accurately localize visual
stimuli following saccadic eye movements is thought to rely on
predictive remapping, the ﬁnding that visual neurons begin
responding to a visual stimulus before an imminent saccade
brings it into its receptive ﬁeld [(22–26), but see (27)]. These
visual neurons update activity in their retinotopic maps,
allowing them to prepare for the imminent displacement of the
retinal image. CD signals conveying spatial information about
the impending saccade allow for this predictive updating
(14,28,29).
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The blanking task provides insights into this updating process (30,31). In this behavioral paradigm, a saccadic target
disappears on saccade initiation and reappears after a brief
delay, somewhat offset from its presaccadic location. Participants must indicate the perceived direction of the shift. In
healthy individuals, these perceptual judgments are independent of the distance between saccade landing site and presaccadic target—the landing site error (31). Thus, participants
do not use postsaccadic eye position as a proxy for the presaccadic target location. Rather, accurate performance on this
task requires an intact CD signal associated with the actual
(rather than ideal) saccade vector to correctly relate the presaccadic to the postsaccadic target location. Performance in
PSZ performing the blanking task is consistent with compromised CD. PSZ were, in general, less accurate at judging the
postsaccadic displacement of a visual target (32,33). These
data suggest a greater reliance on retinal error signals, rather
than an internal CD signal, which was related to positive
symptoms generally (32) and agency-related phenomena in
particular (33).
CD signals that serve to adjust visual perception following a
saccade may also cause mislocalization of visual stimuli
ﬂashed immediately before or during a saccade. Traditionally,
perisaccadic compression—the fact that a visual stimulus that
is ﬂashed before a saccade is mislocalized closer to the
saccade target than it is—was considered a perceptual
consequence of a transient saccadic CD signal (34). Thus, if
CD is disturbed in schizophrenia, we may expect altered perisaccadic compression. On the contrary, studies consistently
reported no difference in compression between PSZ and
healthy control subjects (35,36). However, more recent work
has revealed that compression is due to interruptions of visual
input more generally, either by eye movements or by intermittently masking visual input (37). That compression can be
observed in the absence of a saccade, therefore, suggests that
compression is due to reduced perisaccadic visual sensitivity
rather than to a CD signal. Unaltered perisaccadic compression in schizophrenia does thus not directly challenge other
evidence for a disturbed transient oculomotor CD signal. On
the other hand, one study (35) reported greater mislocalization
of the ﬂashed target in the direction of the saccade in PSZ.
Based on a formal model of perisaccadic mislocalization,
Richard et al. (35) argued that the effect was consistent with a
noisy CD signal that was associated with a continuous readout
of the predicted eye position during the saccade. Although
others (36) did not replicate these results, localization targets in
this study were ﬂashed with a delay at which large mislocalizations are not expected (38).

Saccade Adaptation
When a saccade of a particular amplitude and direction
consistently undershoots or overshoots the target, the systematic discrepancy between the expected and actual visual
input yields an adjustment of the movement’s kinematics (i.e.,
it will adapt to the systematic target displacement). Saccade
adaptation can be probed experimentally by systematically
moving a saccade target inward (closer to ﬁxation) or outward
(away from ﬁxation) by a consistent distance. Because the
displacement occurs while the eyes are in ﬂight, the participant
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does not perceive the target jump (39); nevertheless, saccade
amplitudes gradually adapt to this systematic target shift (40).
Indeed, saccades can be corrected midﬂight to bring gaze
closer to the new target position, indicating that a CD-based
prediction about the movement’s sensory consequences can
alter movement trajectories before any external feedback is
received (41,42). Compromised saccadic adaptation has been
observed in PSZ, but the particular aspect of saccade adaptation that is impaired remains unclear. Some studies found
equal strength but slower speed of adaptation in PSZ (36,43);
others reported reduced adaptation strength but equal speed
(44). Neither experimental parameters (e.g., inward vs. outward
adaptation) nor clinical factors appear to account for these
discrepant ﬁndings, calling for further studies with larger
sample sizes or more sensitive adaptation protocols (45).

can enhance the estimation of the trajectory of moving objects
(61) and also suppress or compensate for the perception of
background image motion while the eyes are moving. During
trajectory estimation, PSZ do not show the same improvement
in accuracy as do healthy control subjects when tracking an
object with their eyes versus maintaining central ﬁxation (62);
CD signals from brain regions controlling smooth pursuit may
thus fail to improve motion prediction. Moreover, PSZ can fail
to discriminate actual target movement from retinal image
motion of a stationary image resulting from smooth-pursuit eye
movements (63). Although PSZ did not differ from control
subjects in the degree of compensation for pursuit-induced
retinal motion, greater delusion severity in PSZ was associated with less compensation for eye movements, corroborating the hypothesized link between positive symptoms and
disturbed CD signaling.

Smooth Pursuit
CD also plays an important role in smooth-pursuit eye movements. The goals of smooth pursuit are to maintain a moving
target on the fovea (where visual acuity is highest) and to
reduce motion (and thus blur) of the target on the retina. Both
retinal and extraretinal information guide accurate pursuit.
Retinal information includes the comparisons between target
and foveal location and velocity. Discrepancies between these
two locations (position error) or velocities (retinal slip) trigger
catch-up saccades that realign the eye with the target (46).
Extraretinal events play an important role in pursuit maintenance. Pursuit must rely on predictive mechanisms, because
once the fovea is stabilized on the moving image, retinal error
cannot contribute to pursuit maintenance. One source of this
predictive extraretinal information is a continuous CD signal
associated with the pursuit command (47). Thus, disrupted CD
may contribute to reduced pursuit accuracy in schizophrenia—
one of the most robust and well-replicated ﬁndings in the
schizophrenia literature (48–50).
Several studies have speciﬁcally probed the extraretinal
contributions to smooth pursuit by using predictive pursuit
paradigms. In these paradigms, retinal error is eliminated either
by temporarily occluding the target or by stabilizing it on the
retina. In studies using both of these techniques, PSZ as well
as their ﬁrst-degree relatives often have predictive pursuit
deﬁcits (51–56). Disturbed CD cannot fully explain the predictive pursuit deﬁcit, however, as predictive impairments are
present even at the reinitiation of target movement when eye
velocity is starting at 0 and there is thus no CD (52). Consistent
with predictive pursuit impairments, PSZ have more accurate
pursuit than do healthy control subjects following an unexpected change in target motion, suggesting again that they are
relying more on retinal rather than predictive, extraretinal
sources of information (57). Bipolar patients with a history of
psychotic features have similar predictive pursuit failures as
PSZ (58,59), and the degree of disorganized schizophrenia-like
traits correlated with poorer predictive pursuit in a nonclinical
sample (60). These data suggest that deﬁcits in predictive
pursuit may extend transdiagnostically to individuals prone to
psychosis.
Findings of altered visual perception during smooth-pursuit
eye movements lends additional support for altered oculomotor CD in schizophrenia. CD associated with smooth pursuit

Error Correction
CD signals are used to rapidly correct motor responses that
are inconsistent with higher-level cognitive goals. For example,
in the antisaccade task, participants are instructed to inhibit
the prepotent response to a salient visual target and instead
make a saccade to the mirror location in the opposite hemiﬁeld. Substantial evidence from this and other cognitive tasks
suggests that error correction can transpire before any external
feedback about that error to the participant (64–66). CD is a
likely mechanism for these internally driven error corrections.
Oculomotor CD disturbances in schizophrenia would then give
rise to fewer or slower error corrections in the antisaccade
task. Findings regarding such gaze corrections in schizophrenia are mixed.
Equal rates (67–70) and latency (67) of error correction in
PSZ and control subjects have been reported in the antisaccade task. These corrections occurred rapidly, suggesting
that they were informed by predictive CD signals rather than
proprioceptive or visual feedback. One study (71) observed
somewhat fewer and slower corrective saccades in PSZ
compared with healthy control subjects [for a similar ﬁnding in
ﬁrst-degree relatives of PSZ, see (72)]. Notably, antisaccade
errors were more frequent in this group of participants
compared with other studies’ cohorts (67–70), possibly
explaining the discrepancy in results. Thus far, no empirical
data speak to the relationship between overall error rate and
rates of error correction. Another study (73) also described
longer antisaccade error correction latency (but equivalent
speed of error commission) in PSZ compared with control
subjects, but only in those patients experiencing passivity
symptoms, consistent with a link between CD and psychotic
symptoms.
A notable aspect of these previous antisaccade studies is
that visual feedback was available—participants could see that
they made an error. Using a task in which visual information
could not guide error correction—a modiﬁed double-step
paradigm, in which a second target instructed participants to
inhibit the response to the ﬁrst target and instead saccade
immediately to the second target—we observed fewer and
slower error corrective saccades, despite no difference in the
speed of the erroneous saccade (20). We suggest
that correction of gaze shifts that are inconsistent with a
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higher-level task goal are impaired in schizophrenia in the
absence of feedback (i.e., when the demand on CD signals is
higher), consistent with studies using manual (i.e., keypress or
joystick) response tasks (74–76).

NEURAL CIRCUITS IMPLICATED IN OCULOMOTOR
CD ABNORMALITIES IN THE SCHIZOPHRENIA
SPECTRUM
The thalamus is poised to play a central role in the transmission
of CD signals associated with eye movements. Elegant studies
in nonhuman primates (14,28) identiﬁed a neural circuit that
conveys CD signals issued from saccade neurons in the superior colliculus to visual neurons in the frontal eye ﬁelds (FEF) via
the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus (MD). Temporarily
inactivating MD resulted in misdirected second saccades in the
double-step task and greater use of saccade landing site to
inform perception in the blanking task, consistent with
compromised use of a CD signal (14,28,77). These effects are
mirrored in humans with speciﬁc MD lesions (15,78,79). Additional indirect evidence supports a pathway between the cerebellum and FEF via the ventrolateral thalamus that relays CD
signals associated with smooth pursuit velocity (80) and a
pathway between the superior colliculus and cortical motion
processing areas via the pulvinar (also in the thalamus) that relays a CD signal hypothesized to dampen the perception of
retinal image motion during saccades (81,82).
The role of the thalamus in transmitting CD signals is likely
not limited to the visual and oculomotor domains. Rather,
Sherman (83) noted that many, and perhaps all, messages sent
to the thalamus for relay to cortex are CD signals related to
messages sent to lower motor areas. Furthermore, parallel
corticocortical pathways and transthalamic corticocortical
pathways appear to be a pervasive and general feature of
cortical organization (83,84). Thus, the thalamus may also play
a role in relaying CD signals between cortical areas [e.g., between motor cortex and speech production areas to auditory
cortex (85–91)].
In schizophrenia, aberrant structure and/or function in a
circuit from subcortical and cerebellar motor regions to the
cortex via speciﬁc thalamic nuclei may underpin compromised
transmission of oculomotor CD signals (92). This proposition
would be compatible with mechanistic accounts of the illness
(93) and an increasing body of evidence from functional and
structural neuroimaging studies supporting altered thalamocortical and cerebellothalamocortical connectivity in schizophrenia. These neural changes are related to clinical symptoms
and cognitive functioning (94–96) and are predictive of conversion to the illness in individuals at high risk for developing
schizophrenia (97). Altered transmission of CD signals may be
a consequence of thalamocortical dysconnectivity and thus
the link between alterations in neural circuits and clinical
phenomena. Indeed, we recently reported reduced white
matter integrity of a pathway between the MD and FEF in individuals with schizophrenia, which was related to oculomotor
indices of compromised CD signals and positive symptom
severity (98). Finally, case reports from individuals with MD
lesions experiencing hallucinations and delusions (99–101)
further support a link between thalamic dysfunction and/or
thalamocortical dysconnectivity and psychosis, although they
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certainly cannot account for the full clinical picture. One may
speculate that compromised function in speciﬁc CD pathways
may give rise to modality-speciﬁc psychotic experiences (e.g.,
altered superior colliculus–MD-FEF function contributing to
visual distortions) and that a shared node or nodes within these
different CD pathways (e.g., thalamus) can account for the
observed co-occurrence of psychotic symptoms across sensory modalities that may have their basis in altered CD.

POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF DISTURBED
OCULOMOTOR CD SIGNALING IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
Along with serving as a model system within which to investigate a potential global disruption in CD signaling in schizophrenia, altered CD speciﬁcally related to eye movements may
also underpin speciﬁc clinical and cognitive symptoms of the
illness. Although CD dysfunction has broad explanatory power
for a subset of clinical symptoms (positive symptoms), the link
between oculomotor CD and speciﬁc subjective experiences,
clinical symptoms, and cognitive functioning has yet to be
explored. Given the function of CD within the oculomotor
system, we may derive several hypotheses (Figure 1).
First, altered CD in the oculomotor system may contribute
to subjective alterations in visual experience in schizophrenia.
Visual distortions are common, occurring in more than 60% of
PSZ (102). They are associated with important clinical variables, such as suicidality (103), impaired cognition (104,105),
and functional outcome (106,107), and they are highly predictive of conversion to a psychotic disorder in at-risk individuals (108). Because eye-movement-related CD has
important effects on visual perception, altered CD may be a
contributing factor to these visual distortions. For example, if
CD contributes to dampening the perception of motion during
eye movements and accounting for the retinal displacement of
the world caused by eye movements, a disrupted CD signal
may lead to illusory perception of motion. Indeed, one of the
so-called basic symptoms of schizophrenia—subjective, subclinical disturbances in thought, emotion, and perception that
are common in the prodrome—is pseudomovement of objects
or scenes. Given its role in visual stability, could disrupted CD
give rise to the perception of a fragmented and unstable
environment? If so, could that have downstream consequences for higher-order inferences about the world?
Second, altered CD may also contribute to the aberrant
assignment of salience, and thus motivational signiﬁcance, to
external objects in persons with psychosis: unimportant or
irrelevant aspects of the environment grab attention and
become imbued with meaning, leading to an overwhelming
and perplexing experience of the outside world (109–111). This
proposition is rooted in the tight coupling between spatial
attention and eye movements (112–116). As a saccade is being
prepared, the focus of attention shifts to the future location of
gaze (117), at which visual sensitivity is predictively enhanced
(118). These so-called presaccadic shifts in attention result
from the impact of oculomotor signals on visual processing
(119,120). Similarly, when preparing a sequence of two saccades, attention selects both target locations ahead of the ﬁrst
movement. Based on CD signals, predictive remapping (see
Localizing Visual Stimuli Across and Throughout Saccadic Eye
Movements) updates these locations in an otherwise
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Figure 1. A hypothesized model about causes and
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retinotopic reference frame before the ﬁrst saccade
(11,121–123). A compelling question arises here: what is the
subjective experience that accompanies a failure in CDmediated predictive attention shifts associated with exploratory eye movements? We may speculate that this unpredicted change in visual input brought about by saccades is
surprising in nature, captures attention, and is thus deemed
relevant and meaningful.
Finally, there may be a link between oculomotor CD and the
robust working memory impairments observed in PSZ
(124,125). Ohl and Rolfs (126,127) recently reported ﬁndings
that the accuracy of visual working memory is enhanced at the
location of a saccade target—that is, at the future location of
gaze—and impaired elsewhere. This impact on working
memory is presumably supported by a CD signal associated
with the planned saccade. Dysfunction in CD, therefore, may
contribute to visuospatial working memory impairments in
schizophrenia, which tend to be more robust than verbal
working memory impairments (124). No studies have directly
tested this hypothesis, but it is interesting to note that PSZ
with more severe deﬁcits in smooth pursuit—a function that
relies on CD—have more robust spatial working memory deficits (128).

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
There is a growing body of evidence that PSZ have abnormal
CD signaling associated with saccadic and smooth pursuit eye
movements that impairs both action plans and visual perception. Based on a rich body of primate neurophysiology work as
well neuroimaging studies in clinical populations, we suspect
that these CD impairments have their basis in abnormal thalamocortical or cerebellothalamocortical connectivity in
schizophrenia.
There are several limitations to this body of work, however,
that are worth highlighting. First, there is not a clear and
consistent relationship between altered CD and clinical
symptoms, which is problematic for the argument that
disturbed CD is a proximal mechanism for a subset of

correlates of corollary discharge (CD) dysfunction in
schizophrenia. A global disruption in CD signaling may
arise due to cerebellothalamocortical dysconnectivity
and lead to agency disturbances and a blurring
between self and other. Altered CD associated with
speciﬁc motor acts, including eye movements, skeletomotor movements, and vocalizations, may also be
expected to yield modality-speciﬁc abnormalities that
relate to modality-speciﬁc subjective experiences,
clinical symptoms, and cognitive disturbances. In the
eye-movement domain, abnormal CD can result in a
failure to cancel retinal image motion and displacement, which might contribute to visual distortions (e.g.,
pseudomovement of objects). Abnormal CD may also
result in the experience of looking without an intention
or an expectation regarding the imminent visual input,
making sensory input surprising and thus inappropriately imbued with salience and meaning. Finally, a
failure in CD-based enhancement of working memory
at a future point of gaze may contribute to visuospatial
working memory deﬁcits.

psychotic symptoms. The failure to observe correlations between clinical and oculomotor measures may be due to the
small sample sizes and clinical homogeneity that are typical of
the reviewed studies. Alternatively, standard clinical rating
scales may not capture the relevant symptom dimensions.
However, ﬁndings that oculomotor CD is impaired in healthy
relatives of PSZ—individuals who are vulnerable but do not
manifest full-blown psychotic symptoms—challenge the
notion that disrupted CD is directly related to symptoms. On
the other hand, schizophrenia-like personality traits (i.e.,
schizotypy) are much more common in ﬁrst-degree relatives of
PSZ (129,130). Thus, altered CD in healthy relatives may relate
to propensity toward these subclinical, psychotic-like experiences [but see (131)]. Further research is needed to examine
the link, or lack thereof, between CD disruptions and symptomatology. Furthermore, the reviewed studies were nearly all
conducted in chronically ill, medicated samples; thus, neuroleptic use and the psychosocial consequences of having a
long-term severe mental illness are potential confounds.
Several pieces of evidence suggest that these factors cannot
completely explain behavioral evidence for altered oculomotor
CD signaling; however, altered CD has been observed in
healthy relatives of PSZ (53,72) as well as non-help-seeking
individuals who are high in schizophrenia-like personality
traits (21,60). Finally, given the central role of CD signals in
effective navigation of the world, one may question why
schizophrenia does not manifest in profound motor and
perceptual impairments if these signals are indeed impaired. In
the absence of any signals that could support visual stability,
for example, the world would be a dizzying place that was
impossible to navigate. In response to this concern, we would
ﬁrst highlight that there cannot be a complete loss of CD
signaling. Rather, these impairments can only be partial and
thus revealed only in laboratory settings or, perhaps, manifest
in mild motor problems (132). Furthermore, individuals with
schizophrenia may compensate for a reduction in the integrity
of CD signals by relying either on alternative internal (i.e.,
proprioceptive) and external (i.e., visual) sources of information
or on prior beliefs (133) to make inferences about their actions
and the sensory consequences thereof. Indeed, the inability to
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detect displacements of a stimulus across saccades (39) may
result from a strong prior belief that the world is stable (134). In
the blanking task (30), stimulus disappearance provides strong
evidence for target movement, outweighing that prior belief.
The fact that PSZ are less sensitive to displacement (32,33)
may be indicative of a stronger prior belief for a stable world
in these individuals. Future studies should pit prior beliefs
against visual information to compare their impact on localization in PSZ and healthy control subjects.
With these limitations in mind, the reviewed work presents
compelling data for compromised oculomotor CD signals in the
schizophrenia spectrum and paves the way for future research.
The pursuit of relevant clinical questions will likely proceed in
tandem with a deeper understanding of CD signals: their nature, function, and related physiology. Behavioral data suggest
a reduced inﬂuence of oculomotor CD signals on action and
perception in schizophrenia, but whether that is because these
signals are, occasionally, not generated, appropriately transmitted, or utilized by their target structures is unknown. We may
suspect that the problem lies in their transmission, given robust
evidence for altered brain connectivity in schizophrenia
(135,136). Our own ﬁndings that white matter integrity in a
speciﬁc thalamocortical tract relates to behavioral indices of
CD bolsters that notion (98). Furthermore, CD signals can arise
from a number of levels along a motor pathway and exert an
inﬂuence on a number of levels of sensory processing (1). The
level at which CD signals are disrupted is likely important. More
speciﬁcally, these failures of CD would engender aberrant
prediction errors, which demand to be reconciled, with
phenomenological and clinical consequences [reviewed in
(137)]. Recently, Corlett et al. (138) speculated that in a layered
inferential hierarchy (exchanging predictions and prediction
errors between layers, in service of perception and cognition),
aberrant prediction errors will have different consequences
depending whether they are more proximal (lower) or distal
(higher in the hierarchy) to sensory input. Understanding the
interactions between hierarchical levels (and across hierarchies
and modalities) may be key to mechanistic conceptualizations
of clinical symptoms. The oculomotor and visual systems are
particularly appropriate frameworks in which to undertake such
work because their circuitry has been clearly delineated in primate studies. Finally, it would be valuable to understand neuromodulatory inﬂuences on the transmission or use of CD
signals, which would be of particular importance to novel drug
discovery and treatment planning.
To conclude, the investigation of CD in the oculomotor
system may provide a window into the physiological mechanisms of those symptoms of schizophrenia that have traditionally been most puzzling and thus may provide insights into
novel interventions and may serve as useful clinical assays.
Although many questions remain unanswered, these data pave
the way for further investigation.
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